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Taylor Francis Ltd, United Kingdom, 2008. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 211 x 150 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. A practical guide that covers both in situ and ex situ
techniques for plant diversity conservation The conservation and sustainable use of plant genetic
resources is of increasing importance globally. Plant Conservation Genetics addresses this issue by
providing an extensive overview of this emerging area of science, exploring various practical
strategies and the latest technology for conservation of plant biodiversity. Leading specialists and
experts discuss topics ranging from the science s foundations through every aspect of plant
conservation genetics. This informative text includes several ex situ (outside of natural habitat) and
in situ (inside of natural habitat) techniques for plant conservation useful for researchers,
educators, and students. Plant Conservation Genetics first reviews the importance, opportunities,
and numerous advantages of this type of conservation, then explores various effective ex situ (for
specific species) and in situ (for certain species on up to full ecosystems and habitats) techniques for
conservation. Essential detailed information is presented on collection strategies, botanic gardens,
DNA banks, biodiversity management, and genetic resources in seedbanks. Each specialist reveals
his or her personal experience of working in the field,...
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This is actually the very best pdf i actually have study till now. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will like just how the
author publish this ebook.
-- Junior  Lesch-- Junior  Lesch

An exceptional book and also the font utilized was intriguing to read. This is for all who statte there was not a worth reading. It is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of . Tyson Hilper t-- Pr of . Tyson Hilper t
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